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Abstract 
Wireless communication applications are increasing day-by-day. As a consequence efficient spectrum 
utilization becomes a key task. Cognitive radio is a booming technique for efficient spectrum utilization. 
Spectrum sensing is a key technology of cognitive radio and it is the first step in cognitive cycle to find 
out the spectrum availability. The three spectrum sensing methods are matched filter detection, energy 
detection and cyclostationary. Matched filter method should have the prior knowledge about the primary 
users signal and it will not be an optimal choice. But no prior information is needed for cyclostationary 
method and it can extract information about the primary signal waveform. But this method is complex to 
implement and it is under research. Energy detection is the most common spectrum sensing techniques 
because this method does not require any prior knowledge about the unknown signal .It is less complex 
and it takes less sensing time but at the same time it is susceptible to uncertainty in noise power and it 
cannot differentiate between primary user and secondary user signal. This paper focuses on all three 
methods and in order to improve the performance of energy detection under heavy noise scenario double 
threshold technique is also proposed. The presence of primary is determined by three criteria, i.e., 
probability of detection, probability of miss-detection and probability of false alarm. Simulation results 
prove that the double threshold method is better than the single threshold. 
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1. Introduction 
The serious problem of radio spectrum is the spectrum scarcity. The major reason for this problem is 
that, most of the time the spectrum is not utilized. Therefore, Cognitive radio (CR) is emerged as a 
promising technology to improve the utilization of the radio spectrum. The key function of cognitive radio 
is to sense the free spectrum efficiently and to share unused spectrum. [1] Cognitive radio consists of two 
users: Primary users (licensed users) and Secondary users (unlicensed users).  Primary users have the 
whole rights to operate the radio spectrum. But the secondary users can use that spectrum in the absence 
of the primary users to avoid unwanted interference. [2] 
 
 Spectrum utilization can be improved by allocating the unoccupied spectrum (spectrum hole) to the 
secondary users. Spectrum hole means, the allocated spectrum is not utilized by the user at a particular 
instant.  Among all other functions, spectrum sensing is the most important task of CR. There are different 
spectrum sensing techniques in cognitive radio such as energy detection, cyclostationary detection and 
matched filter detection. The cognitive radio senses the spectrum using these methods and determines the 
existence of the primary user. Based on that, the free spectrum can be shared by the secondary users. The 
matched filter based detection is the optimal choice but the drawback is that it should have the knowledge 
about the unknown s
way of sensing the spectrum. But the process is complex and it needs further research. 
 
 Energy detection cannot differentiate between primary user and secondary user in case of low SNR. 
But this detection technique is the simplest and it takes less sensing time [3].  This paper mainly focuses 
on energy detection based spectrum sensing in cognitive radio using double threshold .The main 
advantage of  energy detection method is that, it is the simplest of all spectrum sensing techniques. In this 
paper, the detection performance, false alarm rate and the impact of noise uncertainty are analyzed using 
energy detection method. 
2. Performance Analysis 
2.1. Spectrum Sensing 
A cognitive radio senses the radio environment. Since the radio environment changes from time to 
time, the cognitive radio should be aware of the changes in the radio environment. It finds the available 
spectrum band; the information related to its parameters and detects the spectrum holes. Cognitive Radio 
(CR) has four main functions: spectrum sensing, spectrum management, spectrum sharing and spectrum 
mobility. Among these functions, spectrum sensing is the key technology of Cognitive Radio. CR senses 
and adapts according to the environment to fill the spectrum holes without interfering with the primary 
users [4]. Spectrum sensing is mainly used to sense the spectrum hole and it can be shared the CR user, if 
the spectrum is not occupied. In case if the primary user enters the spectrum, the secondary users should 
immediately vacate the spectrum.  
 
The spectrum sensing is based on binary hypothesis as follows: 
S0: Primary user is absent 
S1: Primary user is present 
 
A CR cannot transmit and detect the radio environment simultaneously, thus, we need spectrum sensing 
techniques that take less time for sensing the radio environment. In spectrum sensing, it is required to 
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minimize the spectrum sensing error (i.e., false alarm rate and miss detection probability) in order to 
reduce the collision with the primary user and enhances the usage of the radio spectrum [5]. 
2.1.1. Matched Filter Detection 
 
The Matched Filter is obtained by correlating a known signal with an unknown signal to sense the 
presence of the primary user. Fig.1shows the block diagram of matched filter detectionIt requires prior 
information about the unknown signal, so its use is very limited. This method is considered as an optimal 
maximizes the SNR in the presence of noise. It should have some information about the primary users 
such as modulation type and order, and the pulse shape. This method takes less time for the detection [6, 
7].  
2.1.2. Cyclostationary Detection 
 
Cognitive Radios must be able to identify the presence of primary users even in low SNR and in 
fading environments. These difficulties can be overcome by using cyclostationary detection i.e., the 
vacant spectral bands can be detected by Cyclostationary Feature detection [8]. Fig. 2 shows the block 
diagram of cyclostationary detection. This is a random process that repeats cyclically or periodically. 
Here Autocorrelation and Discrete Fourier Transform are performed. The peaks in the acquired results 
give us the information about the spectrum occupancy. This method can extract the features of the 
primary waveform. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.1.3. Energy Detection Method 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This is the most common spectrum sensing method. This is often preferred because it has low 
implementation complexity. In this method, the received signal is filtered by a band pass filter and this 
output is squared and integrated to produce the result. In energy detection method, the energy of the 
available radio spectrum is measured then it is compared with a threshold to decide the presence of the 
primary user. If the measured energy lies below the threshold, it declares that the primary user is absent. 
 
Fig.3.Block Diagram of Energy Detection 
 
Fig. 1.Block Diagram of Matched Filter DetectionFig.2. Block Diagram of Cyclostationary Detection 
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When the measured energy lies above the threshold, it is considered that the primary user is present. 
Energy detection does not require any prior information about the primary users i.e., knowledge about the 
type of modulation used for transmission of signal, phase or any other information about the primary user. 
So, it is the most widely used spectrum sensing technique [9].  
 
Fig.3 shows the block diagram of Energy Detection method. The outcomes of energy detection 
methods are S0 and S1 as follows: 
 
S0: y(t) = m(t) 
S1: y(t) = s(t) + m(t),     t=1,2,...M     (1) 
 
2.2. Energy Detection Under Noise Uncertainty  
One of the main problems of energy detection is that the performance is susceptible to uncertainty in 
noise power. It cannot differentiate between signal power and noise power rather it just tells us about the 
existence of the primary user [10]. In this paper, we employ double threshold method in energy detection 
to perform spectrum sensing. The detection performance is proved to be good while using double 
threshold even in case of noise uncertainty. The detection probability (Pd) and false alarm probability (Pf) 
tell us the detection capability of the secondary user [11]. A low value of Pd indicates an absence of 
primary user with high probability; it means that the CR user can use that spectrum. A high value of Pf 
indicates the minimal use of the spectrum. To improve the spectrum utilization, double threshold method 
is implemented. With the double threshold, we can get more correct decision in case of high noise 
uncertainty [12]. 
 
3. Neural Network 
In real-world applications, since our computers are not suited for pattern recognition problems, we 
borrow the features from the physiology of brain as the basis for processing our models. This technology 
is known as Artificial Neural Systems (ANS) or neural networks [13]. Neural network learns by 
examples. They can be trained with known examples of problem to acquire knowledge about it [14]. A 
neural network structure is a collection of parallel processing elements connected together, which respond 
in parallel to the set of input signals. A neural network is fully composed of biological neurons and so this 
network is termed as having artificial neurons [15]. Artificial neural networks help to solve artificial 
intelligence problems. 
3.1. Back Propagation Algorithm 
Back propagation algorithm is mainly used in feed-forward ANNs. This algorithm was given 
byRumelhart and McClelland, in 1986. Here the neurons are organized in layers, and so they are called 
layeredfeed-forward ANNs [15]. The input is given to the input layer and the output is taken from the 
output layer.There may be one or more hidden layers. The network learns a predefined set of input-output 
example pairs byusing a two-phase propagate-adapt cycle. After an input pattern has been applied as a 
stimulus to the first layerof network units, it is propagated through each upper layer until an output is 
generated. From the output patternthe error is determined and by changing the weights, the error can be 
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minimized. This algorithm uses supervisedlearning where the network is trained with a set of predefined 
inputs and outputs and the error is calculated [16]. 
 
4. Simulation Results 
Fig. 4 shows the output of matched filter detection using QPSK and BPSK modulation. The SNR of 35 is 
the threshold for this detection and the signal is compared with the threshold. The signal is present within 
this threshold and it concludes that the primary user is present.  
Fig. 5 gives the output of cyclostationary feature detection using QPSK modulation at 500Hz. In the 
figure there is a peak at the center and the two peaks at double the frequency are compared with the 
threshold at 1000Hz. Here it is greater than threshold, so it concludes that primary user is present at 
500Hz.   
Fig. 6 and Fig.7compare the output of energy detection for single threshold and double threshold (Pf vs. 
Pd,) and (Pf vs. Pmd). Double threshold based energy detection gives better performance improvement 
compared to single threshold even in case of noise uncertainty. 
Fig. 8 gives the output of energy detection with different FFT sizes. Larger FFT size has better detection 
performance than smaller FFT size. 
 Fig. 9 gives the output of energy detection with different window sizes. Hamming window is used here.  
Simulation results shows that larger window size has better performance than small window.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4.Matched Filter Detection using 
different modulation techniques 
Fig.5.Cyclostationary 
Detection using QPSK 
Fig 6. Comparison of Single and 
Double Threshold(Pf vs. Pd) 
Fig.7. Comparison of Single 
andDouble threshold (Pf vs. 
P d)
Fig. 8. Performance of Energy 
Detectionfor different FFT size 
Fig. 9. Performance of Energy 
Detection for different Window size 
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Fig 10,11 and 12 gives the output of Neural Network (ANN). The input to the neural network is the 
primary users signal and threshold is set as the target signal. Back Propagation algorithm is used to train 
the network. The intersection of training and goal indicates the presence of the primary user. The network 
is trained for a predetermined goal and it has been reached. 
 
Table 1. Artificial Neural Networks used for Training 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
To utilize the spectrum more effectively cognitive radio is the booming technique. To find the spectrum 
holes and to utilize it spectrum sensing is performed. In this paper all the three spectrum sensing methods 
are discussed. Cyclostationary method gives better results but is more complex. Matched filter method 
requires prior knowledge. Energy detection method is simple and it does not require any prior knowledge 
but it is easily prone to noise. To overcome this disadvantage we have proposed double threshold method. 
Double threshold method gives better performance than single threshold. The system is trained using 
neural network. Back propagation algorithm is used to train the network. 
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